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Justin’s Words

the essence of t’ai Chi Chih

t

o sink into the essence of t’ai Chi Chih is much
like experiencing enlightenment (Satori) in Zen
training. Conduct and a naturally well-balanced
outlook bring a wonderful and unforced outlook to
the one who has felt the joy
of flowing Chi. any desire to
argue or dispute has naturally
we know
flown away and, when one
what
practices with a group, there is
a well-balanced feeling. Withthe wise
out getting religious about it,
ones of old
we know what the wise ones
took for
of old took for granted. the
granted
feeling that tCC is flowing
naturally and, that the Practice
itself is doing itself, becomes
quite natural. We become
grateful for what we receive.

B y J ustin s tone

where they can study that which comes naturally. each
teacher has his or her method, and tCC eventually
communicates itself. am i making too much of what
could be called the spirituality of tCC? such is not my
intent. i’ll simply repeat what i have said about tCC
doing tCC and having the satisfaction of learning to
live with the flowing Chi. Just let it happen.

People who watch a tCC performance usually feel the
power of it, but they do not know what they feel. Watching it often results in the longing to study tCC and pass
along the joy of flowing Chi. the desire to become a
teacher is often a natural result.
the softness and flowing come quite naturally to those
who begin study tCC. We experience the “flow and
effort of no-effort” – which is characteristic of the practice itself.
some teachers have their students read and digest
certain books, such as Climb the Joyous Mountain,

“T AI C HI C HIH

IS A

S ERVICE

TO

H UMANITY . I T

IS A FORM OF

L OVE .” Justin stone, originator

From The Editor
- TOOT TOOT -

We haven’t blown our own horn since our tenure began with the may
2007 issue, but when someone commented at Justin’s 92nd birthday
party in november that, “Would it really matter if there was no more
Vital Force,” we felt like it might be time.
although we get lots of complimentary emails that we don’t publish,
here’s one from Jocelyn sampson, a devoted student working to become a teacher: “as i practice entirely alone up here on my lakeshore
in northern ontario, i am hungry for The Vital Force. What a boon it
is to be connected through this and the website. after reading Justin
stone’s words on the last front cover of The Vital Force, i became
newly mindful of the weight transfer through the whole of my tCC
practice. hopefully this is the impetus for further progress. i am
working diligently on enlarging my understanding of Bass Drum,
just as i continue to work on softness during rocking motion (after
having re-read the teaching tips in the may 2007 newsletter) that i
downloaded on-line. i am so very grateful. thank you for providing
me with a point of connection to the tCC organization.” [Editor’s
Note: or non-organization, as the case may be.]
and from youtube, where two instructional videos were posted by
good Karma Publishing and viewed by almost 19,000 people around
the world in the last 12 months: “it’s so nice to watch you teach. i

am Chinese but i know nothing about it. i didn’t believe those things
about ‘Chi’ before but recently i saw a few videos on youtube. i
strongly believe that the famous Chinese t’ai Chi masters would not
lie to make [falsities] due to the Chinese culture background. really
appreciate your work here which can passes one of the greatest human civilizations. hope i could learn it.” – supersig1

- RENEWING SUBSCRIPTIONS ON-LINE -

you’ve asked and we’re answering. Quite soon (check
www.taichichih.org periodically), you’ll be able to renew your subscription on-line with a credit card via a secured server. this should
be particularly helpful to those who are piles-of-paper-everywherechallenged and to all Canadian teachers.
you’ll also note that the web site indicates when it was last updated.

- PRINTED ANNUAL DIRECTORY -

the annual teacher directory is available for free on-line at www.
taichichih.org/teachers.php. you can access teacher information by
last name and by location (by state and country). most importantly,
the on-line version is updated every six weeks. in light of this (and the
rising costs of printing the directory), the cost of the printed annual
directory will be $15 for the 2010 version.
Kim grant, alBuQuerQue, nm
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Features

a memory Care facility,
tCC & Dementia
By terry Jennings, honolulu, hi

n

ever give up on your dreams. i’d
wanted to teach seated t’ai Chi
Chih for many years but didn’t
know how it would evolve – until april
29th, 2008, when my sister and i moved
our mom to a memory care facility in
honolulu. (see the article published in
Newsweek from september 22, 2008:
“my mother’s Case of Pleasant Dementia” www.saradavidson.com/mymothersPleasantDementia.htm.)
i taught mom tCC on many occasions
when i visited her in los angeles, and
she would follow along with joy. But
by the time she was age 93, she’d began to get tired and sit down to
do tCC or just watch. i’d had so much fun practicing with her that
i wondered if the residents of her new memory care facility would
like to participate in a class. i offered a pilot program in august that
continued for 11 sessions with as many as 21 participants.
i didn’t know how to begin teaching them, though. fortunately i’d
just attended the 2008 teacher conference where i took copious notes
from sandy mcalister, who showed me adaptations for the seated
form and was so encouraging. i also used the teacher resource list and
emailed Blair laden and Kristina newcomer, both of whom offered
ideas and support based on their experiences. i’d like to share some
insights from the class.
at a memory care facility you can teach the same thing over and over
again in the same or different ways, and it will always be brand new. i
preferred teaching in a circle because it offered a wonderful sense of
connection and joy when we all saw each others’ faces while practicing. sandy suggested that it was important for people to rock forward
and backward in their chairs during the form. i called it “priming the
pump” or getting the Chi to begin to circulate. i eventually realized
that if i got the students rocking prior to starting each movement,
their muscle memory would keep them going. the close, with the
hands resting on the thighs while taking a deep breath, created a
natural high.
Certainly, residents in a memory care facility can easily learn seated
tCC and experience the benefits of inner peace, joy, and an increase
in their vital force. my next dream is teaching tCC to recovering addicts. i’d like to help replace their negative habits with positive ones. if
you have suggestions, send them along. aloha.
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Editor’s note: As Terry’s sister, Sarah Davidson, writes in Newsweek:
“Did dementia bring [mom] serenity and the ability to live in the moment – a state I’ve spent many hours in meditation trying to attain?
… What intrigues me is the similarity between pleasant dementia
and the state that spiritual teachers encourage people to cultivate:
acceptance, letting go, being fully present now. Dr. Peter Whitehouse, professor of neurology at Case Western Reserve, says he’s a
Buddhist practitioner and finds it ‘fascinating to consider what it
means to live in the moment, because in many ways that’s what
dementia brings.’”

all things relate
to Practice
By nanCy Werner-aZarsKi, minneaPolis, mn

i

n august 2008, my husband Jim and i went on a canoe trip to
Quetico Provincial Park in ontario. our mental and physical
capabilities are tested on every trip. We paddle and portage, set
up camp, stay a day or two, and then set out for our next destination.
When we got home, i read one of the park newsletters in which a ranger
said that visitors cannot possibly see a whole park – so don’t rush. see
what you can and don’t hurry. as all things in my life relate to my tCC
practice, i had a revelation about how to approach practice: don’t hurry.
since i will never plumb the depths of the practice, i’ll simply take my
time. see what i can see, feel, learn about t’ai Chi Chih. since the last
teacher conference i’ve been working on softness, and between practicing tCC in the wilderness and reading the ranger’s advice, my practice
softened some more.
it was an invaluable lesson because ... another was coming right around
the bend. soon after that trip, we learned that Jim needed open-heart
surgery for an aortic valve replacement (he’s fine). learning that we’re
vulnerable sent me on an emotional roller coaster and brought me faceto-face with several illusions that i hold quite near and dear. i tried to
practice but couldn’t emotionally handle it. i cannot really find the words
to describe how it felt. What i could do, though, was sit. to ground, i
drew on the energy from fellow teachers. mentally i could visualize others doing tCC, and it calmed me. my physical symptoms from anxiety
dissipated. i did this several times a day until i could do my physical practice again. at first i felt i was “stealing” energy from the group, but i grew
to feel the group was sharing with me, soothing me. it still comforts me
that when i am doing my practice, i might be helping someone else.
this story ends with me hurting my hip so badly in early november that
i could not practice for a month. i returned to a mental practice but sorely missed the physical one. once i was physically capable of practicing
again, i thought, “ah, this is beginner’s mind.” Between not doing it for
a month and then practicing with restrictions to limit the pain, my form
has softened, slowed, and become new again. it’s truly been a learning
experience. i start my practice in the resting position – but mostly i start
in gratitude and love.
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Sharing

getting Quiet &
sharing the feeling

Chi for two –
team teaching

By Carmen l. BroCKlehurst, alBuQuerQue, nm

By nanCy leCraW (liBertyville, il)
anD

W

hen i started to learn
now it
t’ai Chi Chih in 1976,
my first teacher, helen
has become
Brungardt Pope, asked us to share
dynamic
what we had learned from our
practice. she wasn’t talking about
during
where to put our hands and feet.
my practice
she wanted to know what we had
experienced from doing the movements. i didn’t really know what
to say because i had simply become quiet during the practice.
although this by itself was amazing, i didn’t know exactly how
amazing it really was. you see, before learning tCC my mind
whirred like a blender. it was continually spinning and going
nowhere. During my practice, though, everything was quiet. the
more i continued my practice, the more that “quiet” began to be
part of my daily life.
from the beginning helen’s question was very important because
it made me notice what i was experiencing. this continues to the
present day. this question has affected everything, including what
my hands and feet are doing. is there softness in the wrists? (this
softness allows the energy to flow onward to my hands and then
circulate to the rest of my body.) Can i feel what my feet are doing
– from the planting, to the shifting of the weight, to
the bubbling of the springs beneath my feet? each
part opens me to the full expression of my being
within the body – but not in a floating way; floating
takes place outside of the body. experiencing it
within the body takes strength, courage, and freedom; it’s what makes it possible to have a healthy
body. By doing tCC correctly, a priest in Justin’s
class was even able to regain his sense of smell.
Doing the hip swivel in the side-to-side movements
is monumentally different than doing the movements in a stiff, straight-across, turn-the-waistwith-no-elliptical-motion way. the elliptical motion
opens up the tan t’ien so that we can experience its
roundness and its actual motion; we can experience
it as part of our being. this motion is the natural flow of life; it
is circular. When i asked myself, “What is happening in the tan
t’ien?” i would experience a warm nebulous feeling. now, though,
i can feel the turning that naturally occurs all the time. now it has
become dynamic during my practice. it’s what teaches us to love
and share the Chi.
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BoBBie WeiChman (grayslaKe, il)

t

he setting each tuesday morning is Bobbie’s living room,
always generously supplied with tea and treats, and our
purpose is to plan the week’s t’ai Chi Chih classes. During
fall 2008 we had two beginning classes each week. our planning
sessions begin with discussions about the movements we taught the
previous week and those we will review this week. Did the students
have any problems? Did they understand the moves? Do we need to
explain or demonstrate something differently? an important part
of our meetings is planning how to teach new movements. how do
we break the movements down into understandable parts? Could we
use props effectively? once these decisions are made, we decide who
will lead the new and review movements. (Dividing responsibilities
also allows the chance to refine our own particular movements.)
During class both of us demonstrate new movements, then one
of us takes the lead teaching it. our students say they enjoy being
exposed to different but complimentary styles and personalities.
While we stay true to the principles of tCC, our styles are slightly
different because we have different physical abilities.
We’ve been team teaching for five years. When we were accredited,
we thought teaching together would be fun and advantageous.
(one big plus is that if one of us is unable to be in class, there’s no
need to find a substitute.) flexibility is another advantage. in some
classes, nancy works with seated students
while Bobbie does tCC standing with the rest
of the class. as one of us teaches a movement or leads a set, the other helps students
individually. We also divide our meetings with
program directors at various locations. When
we first began teaching, we were careful not
to step on each other’s toes, talk over the
other if she was leading, or explain things in
contradictory ways. our planning sessions
ensure that we’re on the same page. our team
approach has been well received at senior
centers and in the local community college
enrichment program.
through team teaching, we share the experience of tCC with each
other, our students, and the community. We continue to take a tCC
class with our original teacher, Donna mcelhose, so that we remain
both students and teachers. teaching together has enhanced our
individual practices, our group practices, and our teaching experiences. as we prepare each week, we are indeed sharing Chi for two
and two for Chi.
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Sharing

sharing,
a leadership Quality

honest and difficult feedback when we need it, and at other times, it
takes the form of gentle encouragement. most importantly, i believe
leaders share their hearts. their sharing is done without ego because
true leaders have humility; they live their life in gratitude.

By sKy young-WiCK, ParKville, mo

a

s a t’ai Chi Chih teacher you
may have not thought of yourin my mind
self as a leader, but i think you
you are all
are. you may argue with this premise
leaders
and say, “Justin is a leader, antonia is a
leader, sandy and Pam are leaders, but
not i. i’m just a tCC teacher.” of course
the others are leaders and have a position of authority within our
community. But let me define what i mean by leadership. it’s always
personal, and the core of leadership is relationships. a leader does
not necessarily have positional authority or a title. think of a mentor
in your life. one of my earliest mentors was my babysitter, marge.
i’ve known marge for almost 50 years, and when i was 18 years old,
i referred to her as my 55 year-old best friend. at 90 years old, she
continues to be a cherished mentor and leader to me.

i believe this level of leadership is rare. yet, the spiritual essence of
tCC naturally attracts teachers who exude these very qualities. as
tCC teachers we are sharing this wonderful gift that our teacher
shared with us. We give this gift to ourselves in the form of a daily
practice, and then we share it with our students. We share our time,
attention, honesty, and encouragement. We are filled with gratitude
for this gift to share. Can you embrace yourself as a leader as well as
a tCC teacher? in my mind you are all leaders. the world needs this
leadership and our willingness to share the gift of tCC. as teachers
we are planting seeds, and one seed can start a garden. sharing is the
key.

one of the things that leaders do best is sharing. they share wisdom
and compassion, life’s lessons, their time and attention. they may
be the one person who really listens to us. sometimes that includes

Caring enough to share
By margaret a. BaKer, verona, ms

i

used to have a neighbor with the prettiest flowers in her yard. one day i asked her how she cultivated so many, and she said, “you have to
share them, give them away.” she offered me many varieties and suggested i share them with others when they multiplied – if i wanted
them to keep blooming. as i thought about the theme for this Vital Force, i realized that this is what happens with t’ai Chi Chih. When
we become deeply rooted and grounded in our daily practice and daily living, we find ourselves circulating good will to our communities
through teaching tCC. We circulate Chi (intrinsic energy); we balance positive and negative. We teach when we feel like it, and we teach
when we don’t. as Justine stone says, “there are only two times you practice tCC: when you feel like it and when you don’t.”

i would like to dedicate this to my teacher and mentor, ron richardson, for sharing and introducing tCC to the tupelo, mississippi area. i
don’t know what i’d be doing today if i hadn’t met ron when i did (at the local Wellness Center when i was experiencing intense withdrawal
symptoms from benzodiazepine in 2003). i felt differently from the first practice, and i couldn’t explain it. Before i knew it i was hooked on
tCC. i had found my love, my all-knowing, my inner peace, my new determination, my joy. and the first thing i wanted to do was to share
this joy with others by teaching tCC. (i became accredited in 2007.) on this journey, i’ve met the most caring people in the tCC community
– people who give freely and unselfishly of their time and resources, simply for the love of tCC.
it would be selfish to not share tCC. there is just something about it that makes you want to give and share it with others. i could never
say no to tCC, any more than i could stop breathing. my goal for 2009 is to share it with others – especially african american communities.
With this population’s widespread obesity, heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, and cancer, i’m certain that tCC can help alleviate some
symptoms. i am a living witness. in 2003 my glaucoma and high blood pressure was out of control. With daily practice, both are now under
control. thanks, ron, for caring enough to share.
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Guiding Thoughts

nourishing, rooting & Blooming

g

reetings of joy-filled hope to each
of you in this new year of 2009.

By sr. antonia CooPer, osf, north PlainfielD, nJ

maybe they will; no one knows the future. tCC does help us to stay
in the present, and this is part of my joy-filled hope for this new year.

many teachers plan to attend the July t’ai
Chi Chih conference in nebraska City
that promises to be another energy-filled,
deepening experience of the tCC form
for all who attend. although the economy
continues to spiral downward and funds
can be tight, i do invite and urge you (if at all possible) to register
before the rates increase on april 1st. Come be a part of this conference that will deepen our connections as a community through
nourishing, rooting, and blooming the tCC form within.
most people in north america are concerned about their financial
futures. in reflecting on what is going on, my sense is that our
experience of life (as we have lived it in the past 20 years) will change
drastically in the near future. When the impermanent begins to fall
away, what is left? for some, it will be nothing. those on a spiritual
journey, who have been developing their inner soul space (or spirit)
through spiritual disciplines, will find a source of peace and hope in
the midst of loss and hardship. We as tCC teachers and practitioners
will continue to have this peace-filled discipline to support us and
help others experience what is essential. this moving meditation,
which is truly a discipline, will help keep us centered, balanced, and
focused. Perhaps our mission as teachers will take on a very different
focus. and maybe, just maybe, our lives will not change at all. or

you may be unaware of a third volume of “Blooming” entitled,
Blooming the Spirit, The Spiritual Dimension of T’ai Chi Chih,
which was presented to Justin at his 92nd birthday party celebration in november 2008. the front cover reads, “Practitioners of
tCC report many physical rewards, many of which are summarized
in the first and second volumes of Blooming the Flower. this third
volume, Blooming the Spirit, explores the spiritual dimension of
t’ai Chi Chih, the experience of which is soul-felt. it represents the
subtle transition from our doing tCC to tCC doing us.” Copies may
be ordered for a small fee from the t’ai Chi Chih association of new
mexico (www.taiChiChihassociation.org; 505-299-2095). the timing
of this could not be better. reflect on your own soul-felt experiences,
for these are real, life changing, and life enhancing.
under the hidden teacher resources page (which teacher lorraine
lepine can give you if you have forgotten or lost it), you will find
copyrighted material from good Karma Publishing about how to
teach tCC to various populations. the first guidelines posted are
for CoPD (Chronic obstructive Pulmonary Disease). Please feel free
to download these without restriction and use them to better your
teaching to these populations.
i look forward to meeting many of you during 2009 to provide mutual support, deeper understanding, and Joy thru movement.

Pyramid Poems
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let
go of
the unknown;
it’s not needed.
Walk in the
current
light.
– mary White

Breathe
Deeply.
feel the Chi.
Contemplate life
in the now,
here and
now.
– DeBra WinlanD

take
pleasure
in what you
already have:
to free the
Chi to
give.
– mary ruiZ

in
stillness
and movement,
timelessness and
awareness
in the
now.
– Dora DerZon

i’m
not done.
need more time.
yes, change will come.
slowly turn.
i’m not
done.
– Cynthia WinlanD

heart
open
to the joy
inside… let go.
everything
is just
fine.
– Caroline guilott

heart
rhythm
drum beating.
i am being
loving, all
deep in
me.
– Pauline Quimson-tong

Joy
flows through
secret door,
so tightly closed
before Chi
opened
me.
– sheryl aDair
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Sandy Says/Pam Says

sharing is Cosmic

tCC is needed now
more than ever

By sanDy mCalister, hayWarD, Ca

a

s witnessed at the 2008 teacher conference, the essence of
t’ai Chi Chih has many interpretations. sharing is one aspect.
We share the work to put on the conference. teachers audit
training courses and share their teaching tips, experiences, and support.
they bring fliers, handouts, and business cards to inspire new teachers to develop their own. teachers run the tCC center in albuquerque,
produce newsletters, maintain tCC websites,
and keep local communities connected. all of
this sharing is a result of love – love for tCC
we begin
and the desire to see it flourish and be shared
to see
with others.

the world
differently

in doing a practice that opens us so directly
to the vital force – the flow of life – we begin
to see the world differently. We feel how we
are all connected, how we are part of something greater than ourselves. We may have intellectually known this
before but now we feel it. and feeling this connection, realizing we are
not separate, we are more acutely aware of inequities and needs in the
world and we want to help. We feel strongly about causes, recycling, and
such, not just because we recognize a need “out there” – but because we
feel a deep connection within. and we want to share to help.
tCC opens us up, sharpens our awareness, and clarifies being part of
something greater than our individual selves. one of the wonderful gifts
of tCC is the people who are drawn to it. these are people of the heart.
you can feel a loving connection without really knowing them. Despite
our faults and weaknesses, the love flowing from the heart connects us.
We recognize the true essence of another, the inherent goodness within,
not because we overlook personalities and behaviors, but because our
judgments and negativity disappear when we are in the cosmic rhythm.
have you not experienced a deep feeling of love and
gratitude for nothing particular at the end of a tCC
practice? Judgments, fears, annoyances, and disappointments vanish, leaving us with serenity and acceptance. We may not remain in this state for long, but we
have glimpses. We taste the experience. We know how
it feels to be in the flow of the cosmic rhythm.
in the tCC community we freely share our ideas with
one another. We write articles for The Vital Force; we
give our time to ensure that events are successful.
that is why tCC has managed to succeed without an
organization – because teachers share with open hands
and hearts. We share because we love. We love because
we see. We see because we experience the cosmic
rhythm. We experience the cosmic rhythm because we
practice tCC.
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By Pam toWne, oCeansiDe, Ca

i

n these troubled times, more than ever, the gifts of t’ai
Chi Chih practice are greatly needed. Who do you know
that wants to experience better health, more serenity and
longevity? this beneficial spiritual and physical practice offers
us inner serenity in the midst of a stressful world, joy in the
midst of challenges, a longer, healthier, more useful life, and
countless other gifts. Do we keep them just for ourselves? or do
we share them with the world?
if you’re a sincere student, and have been practicing regularly
for at least a year, consider becoming accredited to teach tCC.
if you’re accredited but haven’t been teaching tCC for a while,
i invite you to renew your commitment to sharing its benefits
with others through teaching. if you’ve been teaching tCC,
i invite you to ask yourself, “how does tCC want to newly
express through me?” and encourage your best students to
become teachers.
four teacher trainings are planned in the next 12 months
(see the calendar). the fee for this six-day certification course
remains at $450, which is a bargain by today’s prices. in addition to accrediting new teachers, these trainings provide a
wonderful opportunity for current teachers to renew their own
practice, enhance their teaching skills, and give back to tCC
by assisting and supporting candidates during their training.
since becoming accredited in 1984, i have audited a training
nearly every year in addition to attending the annual teacher
conferences, and i’ve benefited greatly from each of these
experiences.
in addition, there are two
intensives this year. the fee remains at $200 (plus room and
board) for the four-day course.
for those who want to become
accredited, an intensive is an
important part of preparing to
attend a teacher training. for
teachers, it’s an opportunity
to deepen your understanding
and practice of tCC as well as
to learn how to better prepare
your students for accreditation. how will tCC express
through you this year?
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Teaching Tips: Carry The Ball To The Side

Preparing
the lower Body

integrating
the upper Body

By roBerta taggart, eugene, or

By John taggart, eugene, or

C

arry the Ball to the side is the first movement with a side-toside weight shift, and as such, is a pivotal move to teach. my
remarks concern integration of three points.

WEIGHT SHIFT/LEG PATTERNING. to experience the wavelike action of the weight shift to the side, particular attention must
be paid to the weight as it transfers from the rooted foot to the
extended leg: the extended foot (insubstantial or non-weight bearing) flattens as the rooted foot (substantial or weight-bearing) begins
the transfer of weight from the sole of the foot through the knee (the
floodgate), to the thigh, and into the pelvic region before it begins to
settle into the opposite leg.

WAIST TURNING/HIP SWIVEL. using the leg patterning for
CtBtts, feel the weight settling into the opposite leg as the weight
shifts as described above. the last of the weight transfer from the
rooting foot is helping the waist to turn ever so slightly. as the waist
turns, the hip swivels as a natural reaction to the fully completed
weight shift, allowing for a smooth return or transfer of weight back
to the other side for this move.

t

his article focuses on the wrists in Carry the Ball to the side
– with the knowledge that the side-to-side movement of the
legs and waist are the driving factors in the movement. once
the side-to-side movements of CtBtts are taught, practiced, and
the students are moving with some confidence, more focus can be
brought to forming the ball and carrying it side-to-side.
this is a movement where it’s easy to see many of the basic principles of tCC – circularity, continuity, and softness. simplicity in the
movement of the hands as the student forms the ball is a key to integrating the principles. at this point, however, simplicity is rare in
the student’s flow. starting with the ball being formed on the right
and moving to the left, most students are extending their arms and
hands out to the side beyond their core and then driving their arms
in a half circle arc down in front of the torso and out the left side
extending well past the waist. this is exercise and creates tension
not softness. Circularity? Perhaps, but it’s accentuated. Continuity?
most hands and arms are extending and stopping before returning
in a half circle arc to the starting point. it’s quite visual and provides
a great opportunity to demonstrate and teach the principals of
CtBtts.

SENSING/LISTENING. students should be
encouraged to feel this move internally. sense
any holding of tension while shifting the weight
and release it downward through the legs. this is
especially useful when checking for the completed weight shift. holding tension as the weight
is shifted inhibits the turn of the waist and the
swivel of the hips. tension restricts the circular
nature of the move within the pelvic cavity.
this exploration allows the student to approach
this move with a degree of confidence in what
is required of the lower body. mastery of all these
points is not expected all at once, but rather occurs
over time. it is enough for the beginning student
to understand the importance of how to shift the
weigh, flow softly, and to comprehend how that
affects the turning of the waist and the swiveling of
the hips. as students gain confidence in movement
basics and observe the turning of the waist and the
swivel of the hip, they begin to develop the ability
to integrate waist turning, the hip swivel, and the
element of listening inwardly to the tan t’ien and
the flow of the Chi.

8

Editor’s Note: The most important
resource for T’ai Chi Chih teaching tips
comes straight from Justin Stone. Period.
Watch and listen to him on his instructional DVD. And read about and inspect
his movements in the Photo Textbook.
Both are available from Good Karma
Publishing. His words are also available
in the essential booklet, T’ai Chi Chih
Teaching Tips, available through the New
Mexico T’ai Chi Chih Association for a
small fee (www.taichichihassociation.org
and 505-299-2095.)

as the movement begins, demonstrate
how the hands and wrists softly form
the ball and the wrists flow up without tension to the right side of the
waist and not beyond the core of the
torso. the elbows remain close to the
body while the letting the wrists complete the motion. as the weight shifts
to the left the ball follows the weight
shift and the turning of the waist in
a downward arc. the right hand has
a 60-40 emphasis moving through
heavier air than the left during the right
to left weight shift. With continuity
the weight shifts back to the right; as
it does the right hand emphasis lets go
and the ball flows up in an arc following
the weight shift to the right until it is
back at the starting point of the movement. this should visually demonstrate
the softness, continuity, circularity, and
simplicity of the movement.
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it’s all in the hips
By lisa otero, oxnarD, Ca

t

he first side-to-side movement, Carry the
Ball to the side, takes a bit of introduction.
Careful instruction really pays off later with
the other side-to-side movements – like the four
“taffies” and Passing Clouds.

who knows
the difference
between
a hip turn and
a shoulder turn

step one is to figure out how to turn the hips from
side-to-side. sounds simple enough, but it turns
out to be a considerable challenge for some. first,
i look to see who has natural mambo or hula (i.e.
loose) hips. in other words, who knows the difference between a hip turn and a
shoulder turn. surprisingly, many people cannot naturally differentiate between the
two. this is how i help those who can’t: first, i have them stand, feet a little wider
than hip-width apart, toes slightly turned out. i ask them to soften their knees. then i
demonstrate and ask them to join me in a shoulder turn, swaying the arms and shoulders from side-to-side. While moving, i tell them this is not what we want to do. then,
i have them put their hands on their shoulders and hold their shoulders steady (not
letting them turn), while they soften their knees and turn their hips from side-to-side.
they see and feel that a completely different set of muscles is employed when turning
the hips as opposed to the shoulders. note that soft knees are crucial to doing the hip
turn smoothly and comfortably.
for those still having a hard time, i ask them to assume the same wide-legged,
soft-kneed stance and place their hands like six-shooters (pointing out) from their
hipbones. i ask them to turn their hips so that their fingers point from one corner of
the room to the other. this usually provides the necessary breakthrough.
once they’ve mastered the basic hip turn, i demonstrate that the hip turn in CtBtts
is actually a swivel; it’s a little rounder and softer than a straight side-to-side turn.
it is not a circle, like some would envision doing while using a hula hoop. the form
is a slight ellipse. i ask the students to focus on the tan t’ien (three inches below the
navel) and, as they turn to the side, to pull the belly button in toward the spine and,
as they rotate the hips in the other direction, let the muscles behind the belly button
relax. this will accomplish a slightly elliptical
movement as the hips turn from side-to-side.
i emphasize that the ellipse is more of an
inner awareness than a visible movement.
the final important point about the hips in
this movement is to turn the hips away from
the step as you pick up the ball – so that once
you set the heel down you can do a full hip
swivel. once the hip swivel is mastered (and
i’m still working on it after all these years),
all that is left to emphasize is to not drop the
ball!
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the Waist turns
&
the hips swivel
By antonia CooPer, osf, north PlainfielD, nJ
“… the waist turns and the hips swivel.”
this statement has been the topic of
Justin’s verbal teaching and demonstrations in videos sent to the annual teacher
conferences over the past few years. in
it Justin shows the strokes of a baseball
batter, golfer, and tennis player. in viewing
these intriguing messages, i often wondered what that meant, and more importantly, was i doing this in my own t’ai Chi
Chih practice? i had the opportunity to
ask Justin (during a visit a few years ago)
about the hip swivel and he said, “Don’t
worry about it; you are doing it already.”
a bit flustered about not knowing what i
was doing, i asked how he would explain
this to a new student. he said it was as
though the pelvis, besides turning at the
waist, was also moving in an elliptical
shape – an almost imperceptible oval. i
noticed this happening in the continual
side-to-side movements of Carry the Ball
to the side; Pulling taffy, variation #3,
Perpetual motion; and Passing Clouds.
the waist turns (or opens) slowly as the
weight shifts to the first side, creating the
imperceptible forward oval. it then returns
to the other side with the back part of the
imperceptible oval. in writing this, i must
warn everyone about looking like you are
using a hula hoop or describing a figure
8, or of trying to do something artificially.
(see Justin’s book, Spiritual Odyssey, on
page 15.) What i would like you to do is to
be aware of what is happening in the pelvis
during this movement. most likely you are,
as i was, already incorporating the swivel
naturally in your form if you are flowing
from the center (the tan t’ien), one of the
six principles of movement found Justin’s
Photo Text and Spiritual Odyssey.
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Becoming aware:
Corrections

four aspects Warrant
special attention

By Carol houtKooPer, yanKton, sD

By Cathy feDeWa, Csfn, PittsBurgh, Pa

know this will sound familiar to
some: i’m doing my t’ai Chi Chih
practice along with the rest of
the conference participants, enjoying
flowing together and feeling grounded, when a quiet tap on my shoulder
brings me back to reality. a soft voice
says “i see you doing this and i think
it would be easier for you if you did it
this way.”

grateful for
every teacher
who cared
enough
to notice
and share
their wisdom

Corrections are the yin/yang of
group practice. they are always welcome, but at the same time a bit
uncomfortable. no one wants to be told they have been doing something
wrong, maybe for years, when they thought they were doing it correctly. however, i distinctly remember every correction i have received
and every one has made my practice and my teaching better and more
rewarding. i am forever grateful for every teacher who cared enough to
notice and share their wisdom.
on the side-to-side movement of Carry the Ball to the side, i remember
a teacher from my early practice years saying shift the weight, turn the
waist, and that was exactly what i had been doing, the words echoing
in my head as i moved. But i was making it two separate moves with an
ever-so-slight pause between those movements instead of the flowing
hip swivel it was meant to be. in teaching CtBtts, i continued to use
the words to emphasize how to move. (some students actually interrupted their flow to do it the way i was showing them.)
once i was aware of my mistake, the movement was much more enjoyable and easier to teach. the first thing i teach now is the principle
behind the movement with emphasis on flowing continuously. i have
students softly hold their hands in front of the tan t’ien, elbows bent
and resting at hip level as they carry that ball to the side, softly shifting
their weight and turning the waist in one simple, flowing movement,
hands still holding that ball in front of the tan t’ien, before they rise and
complete the circuit. the flowing weight shift allows the hips to swivel
and the feet and hands to complete the move without a break.
this also taught me to be careful in how i use words in teaching. i will
forever hear those words echoing from years ago as i practice CtBtts.
i know that how we move and what we say as teachers influence our
students. Breaking a movement into separate parts can be helpful, but
when that student is practicing at home alone, the words may be what
are remembered instead of the guiding principle behind it.
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C

arry the Ball to the side is one of the t’ai Chi Chih
moves that clearly demonstrates the hands/arms
following the weight shift. Because it’s easy to
demonstrate this principle to students, they can feel that
principle more easily. allowing the arms to follow the
movement of the legs as they step to the side (as the weight
shifts from side-to-side) helps one feel that aspect more
clearly. it is almost impossible for the arms to move ahead
of the weight shift without causing confusion in the movement.
another part
is the greater
emphasis on
one hand over
the other during
the lower part of
the curve of the
hand movement.
though this might not seem like a major part of the movement, it does in fact have a definite influence on the effect
of the movement. i find that when i emphasize the leading
hand (the hand pushing the ball), there is a much stronger
sense of the movement of the Chi.
Complete shifting of the weight is another principle that
very much affects the quality of any movement and affects
the speed of the movement. the more i concentrate on doing a complete weight shift, the more the movement slows
down – the more effective it becomes.
the final aspect of the movement is the swiveling of the
hips. What i have found is that many practitioners have
been doing this for some time even before emphasis had
been placed on it recently. at the 2008 conference, we had
the opportunity to work with it more consciously. i had
a difficult time with the swivel because it felt artificial; it
was very distracting to concentrate on it as i practiced the
movement. frustrated, i let go of the emphasis temporarily and just practiced as i had been. to my amazement, i
found that i had been doing it without knowing it. it’s true
that the swivel is minute but it is there nonetheless. and,
although there is no directive saying that the hips move
back on the down stroke and forward on the up stroke, that
seems the most natural flow.
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refinements, anyone?
By hannah heDriCK, mountain vieW, hi

o

ne of the greatest gifts of t’ai Chi Chih is the constant
element of discovery and refinement. for several years, my
arthritic hips interfered with maximum Chi flow in the sideto-side movements. now, with two artificial hips at age 70, i am able
to emphasize three points in Carry the Ball to the side, which evoke
the “oh, now i get it! now i really get it” response. a few thoughts:
i. i try to stay low throughout the entire sequence of extending the
light-as-a-feather-foot to the left side, shifting the weight left/right/
left/right/left, and while drawing the right leg to join the left leg in
rest position. i notice that my students will rise up as they complete
the weight shift and draw the empty leg in. Joint or balance issues
make this a reasonable accommodation, but in my experience, staying low from beginning to end greatly increases the energy flow.
since i am still low after drawing my leg to the side, i rise back to
rest or pause position as i allow my hands to drift down to a graceful
conclusion.
2. Based on comments made at recent tCC gatherings, i now hold
the pause position at the end of each triple circle sequence until i am
aware of the equal distribution of weight between and across both

group Ball Carrying
By anne lovDahl, seal BeaCh, Ca
the weather at a recent
t’ai Chi Chih practice
in seal Beach, Ca, was
blustery but you can
still make out the seal
Beach pier in the background as several folks
Carry the Ball to the
side. Practices are held
overlooking the ocean
four times weekly, and we always meet onlookers interested
in learning tCC. our saturday morning practices average
over 20 people; in total, we’ve had over 50 different people
join us for tCC at one point or another. many practitioners
have brought relatives and friends who’ve then returned
home to take classes with locally accredited instructors. one
of our regulars is leaving for the Peace Corps in april and
will be continuing her practices there.
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feet. my sensation is that the yin and yang Chi are in balance before
i step out again. i wait longer for an even stronger sense of Chi flow
before reversing the movement to carry the ball to the right.
3. i am working on the narrow oval movement now being used to
explain hip rotation, and this is the first time in 22 years that i have
had such an immediate positive response to a refinement! i sink
and swivel to the right to allow the ball to rise to the right shoulder,
cradled by my slightly flexed wrists. i then press my hips slightly
forward while shifting the weight to the left foot, where i again
let my hip draw slightly back until the weight is centered above
my left foot. i then sink and swivel to the left, emptying the right
foot to extend light as a feather. this time, i pull my hips slightly
back while shifting my weight to the right. the hips come back to
center when my weight is centered above my right foot. my “oval”
is very narrow, although perhaps a bit wider than the “pencil width”
suggested at the 2008 conference. i find it much easier to create an
energy experience in CtBtts and the other side-to-side movements
with this technique.
i’m hoping to see as many of you as possible at the 2009 conference
and at the Seijaku training, so we can continue this amazing “selfcare” and “peer support” evolution that tCC has brought into our
lives.

Carry the Ball
to the side
By amy tyKsinsKi, alBuQuerQue, nm
Editor’s Note: Amy attended a recent TCC retreat given
by Carmen Brocklehurst and has written up what
Carmen taught for each movement in the hope that
others may benefit.
spiral down, bend the knees, turn the waist and hips at
the same time. on the release of the ball, finish the circle
with the hands in front of chest (at the top, not the side),
then separate the hands and come into a resting pose.
the trailing hand pushes and the fingers of the trailing
hand are slightly back at about a 45-degree angle (from
perpendicular to the ground). What do you feel when the
ball passes through the tan t’ien? What do you feel when
softness happens, with unbridled joy? hands move with
purpose.
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Justin Stone Speaks on T’ai Chi Chih!

Justin stone speaks on
t’ai Chi Chih! Joy thru movement
ComPileD By Pauline Quimson-tong, Chama, nm
When the negative and positive aspects (the yin and the yang) are balanced, impediments seem to drop away.
the mind-body continuum works to adjust to its maximum potential, and the aqueous excess tends to dry up and there is easy weight control.
We must remember that the body is about 70% fluid, and too much fluid is decidedly yin or negative... it is no surprise in such circumstances
[being balanced] that we experience good health and peace of mind, and that we find creativity effortlessly flowing.

it is not the emotions that make us unhappy – but the resentment and clinging that they tend to breed.

a great sage from india, sri aurobindo (who lived in this century), made the amazing assertion that if this world were to be abolished,
the Chi would be capable of building a new world in its place.

the one who responds to things emotionally is easily swayed and frequently has his feelings hurt. Conversely, the over intellectual person finds
it hard to love and be loved. everything must be analyzed. these two, the intellect and the emotions, must be brought into balance.

in the 13th century, the great t’ai Chi Chuan master Chang san feng described the way to move by saying, “in any action, the body should be
light and alert, coordinated like strung pearls. the Chi, vital energy, should be actively excited. But the shen (spirit) must remain calm
internally.” from this we learn that all t’ai Chi is essentially spiritual in nature. meaning, it is in accord with reality.

nobody can do it for you. you must travel the path yourself.

a Chinese monk once said, “When the mind is transparent and pure, as if reflected on the mirror-like surface of the water, there is nothing in
the world you would dislike. When it is serene as the light breeze in the sunshine, there will be no one whom you would like to forget.”
such serenity is rare in these hectic days. nevertheless, it is possible.

to one who understands the underlying unity of life, it is not surprising that our outer activity is changed as easily as our inner being.

the Japanese speak of Seijaku, serenity in the midst of activity. [it is] not escaping from the world to some mountaintop as is taught in the
indian teachings. But [it is] finding the real meaning, fulfillment, energy, and wisdom in the midst of everyday hustle and bustle.
[it is] building a silent and imperturbable center while active in the disappointments and triumphs of our busy lives. this is real fulfillment.

We are the products of Chi. habit plays a great part in how we condition the Chi and every thought and every emotion. habit has effects on it.
this is what is meant by the reciprocal character of mind and Chi.

From Justin Stone Speaks on T’ai Chi Chih, ©2006
Available on CD ($11.95; 60 minutes) from Good Karma Publishing (www.gkpub.com)
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Justin Stone

Do tCC Properly for
maximum Benefits
By Justin stone
rePrinteD With Permission from THE VITAL FORCE, sePtemBer 2001

on my latest [dvd], the practice session is being led by suni
mchenry, followed by the other three teachers, in a stifling
studio with no air coming into the room; yet it appears effortless and joyous. following the teachers on this practice session,
strive for the feeling of serenity that comes from doing the form
properly. Don’t do it well to please me but to please yourself.

h

ow you do the movements of t’ai Chi Chih is all-important. not for academic reasons or to please the
teacher – but because the amount of benefit you get
from practice depends on the way you move. if you are using
muscles to move your arms, while at the same time shuffling
your legs, you will not get [the] full benefit. all-important is
having you move from
the center, the tan
flowing effortlessly t’ien, with no effort
from the shoulders or
from the center,
the arms. it is easy for
while effortlessly
the teacher to tell if
the student is moving
pushing the arms
to the maximum of his
through very
or her capacity. if the
heavy air,
feeling is floating and
is the desired method flowing, the movements are being done
and the one
correctly. flowing
effortlessly from the
that brings results
center, while effortlessly pushing the
arms through very heavy air, is the desired method and the one
that brings results.
Watching a student is not like putting him through an exam, to
be graded by what he or she has written on paper. the great results felt from proper practice cannot be put into words. sages
of india equate the Chi with Consciousness itself, and, when the
Chi (prana) leaves the body, you are dead. therefore, causing
the Chi to flow, while balancing the yin Chi and the yang Chi,
will, in the minds of the Chinese wise men, bring longer life
and better health. tCC students also write that it changes their
lives. We have seen how favorably it affects hardened criminals
in prison, and we have had reports of great benefits (for the
student doing the movements well) for those suffering from
osteoporosis and migraine headaches. it is hard to get the idea
of effort out of student’s minds, and it is only natural, in the
beginning, for the student to feel that the harder he or she tries,
the better will be the results. But that’s all wrong. softly and
effortlessly is the correct way. and, of course, the student must
do correct yinning and yanging, as well as accenting one side or
the other when called for.
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this above painting by Justin f. stone, entitled
The Swiftness of Light, was created in 1999 and is used on
the cover of Justin’s monograph, Tentatively Forever: Paintings by Justin F. Stone. his “ongoing experimentation in
fluidity and form -- applying liquid acrylic in a linear manner
-- resulted in many variations, each individual.” all the painting reproductions in this issue of The Vital Force appear in
Tentatively Forever: Paintings by Justin F. Stone, copyrighted
and published by Bindu Press & studio and used with permission. the impressive four-color monograph may be purchased
through good Karma Publishing (gkpub.com) for $32.00.

Justin’s 92nd birthday celebration at the
t’ai Chi Chih Center in albuquerque in november.
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nebraska City
or Bust:
July 2009
By sanDy mCalister, hayWarD, Ca

toward
accreditation

Conference 2009
NOURISHING

Workshop with Dan Pienciak
in newfoundland, Canada;
november 8-10, 2008

increasing our understanding
and knowledge of t’ai Chi Chih

ROOTING
f you were to fold a us map in half
sinking into the practice with
awareness and embodying
– coast to coast and north to south
new understanding
– you’d find nebraska City, about 45
minutes south of omaha, in the centerBLOOMING
fold. Chosen because teachers asked for
sharing the gift of t’ai Chi Chih.
it, lied lodge is a retreat setting with
all the comforts of a hotel, with all the
meeting rooms in one building, and
within a one-and-a-half day drive of many places. road trip anyone? get two or
three other teachers together and share the hotel room, gas, and fun. think of
what wonderful conversations you’ll have on the way. i’ve stayed at lied lodge
Conference Center; it’s the perfect environment for nourishing us and deepening
our practice.

i

one highlight of the 2008 conference was the raffle, where we raised $1,500 for
this year’s conference scholarships: Donated items were placed on a table, and as
tickets were drawn, the winners had their pick of the table until everything was
gone. even the maple trees used as decorations were raffled. We sat with fingers
crossed, hoping our number would be called so that we could chose the gorgeous
quilted wall hanging (made by nancy Werner-azarski) and the lovely scrolls
highlighting Justin’s words (made by Wendy
helms).

going to conference
grows our
understanding,
awakens us
to new insights

it was so successful and fun that we’re planning another raffle this year. Whether you
attend the conference or not, please consider
contributing something. our community
overflows with talent. share yourself by making something. it doesn’t have to be related
to t’ai Chi Chih – jewelry, textiles, pottery,
woodwork – big or small, simple or elaborate. if you have a treasure that you’d
like to pass on, please consider donating it. Contact the 2009 raffle coordinator,
Dorene Krause, at 201-444-9712 or dorenekr@hotmail.com.

By sheila leonarD, PBvm, neWfounDlanD, CanaDa

B

ig steps and small steps: sharing our amazing,
unfolding journey towards accreditation. always
moving. Deeper, softer. fowing more from the
center. taking as long as it takes. it’s as simple as that.
since July 2007 we’ve had the pleasure and privilege of
having Dan, sandy, and antonia come to newfoundland
to share their abundance. (Dan Pienciak has come so
often that he’s now an honorary newfoundlander.) We’re
eager for our april 2009 weekend with Dan and our
teacher accreditation with sandy in July 2009 – so that
others, in turn, can share in the gift of t’ai Chi Chih. one
student, annette, summed up our last weekend:
Dan / new Jersey / newfoundland / new energy for all
and another student, nelson, writes that “i generally
practice alone, and i really miss getting feedback from
others. i found this workshop and the previous ones to
be enjoyable and helpful when it comes to refining the
moves. the opportunity to spend time with other tCC
students is a real treat, and i always looking forward to
the next one. the instruction, motivation, and personal
interaction with teachers are priceless. i find that these
weekends really give me the experiential knowing that
this moving meditation is something very special and
extremely helpful to my spiritual development.”
may we continue to share the gift of tCC with such joy,
enthusiasm, and teh that we leave no room for doubt
that it is, indeed, as Justin says, “a form of love … a service to humanity.” i am also reminded that, “sometimes
to keep something, we have to give it away.”

if the paper copy of the registration form has disappeared from your paper pile,
download one from www.taichichih.org. set your intention: you want to come.
you can make it happen. Be creative. set aside a self-enrichment tCC fund with
every paycheck. you only have to pay the conference fee when you register, and
the sooner you register, the more you’ll save. you’ll pay the room fee when you
checkout of the lodge. (in other words, you don’t have to come up with the whole
amount at once.)
the theme for this Vital Force is sharing. But it’s hard to share if we’re empty. going to conference replenishes our enthusiasm, grows our understanding, awakens
us to new insights (whether personal or tCC related), and clarifies our values.
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Be a good teacher, not a
nice teacher
intensive with Pam towne and antonia Cooper
in albuquerque, nm; november 21-24, 2008
By ann rutherforD, alBuQuerQue, nm

n

ot one of the twenty-one participants at this event will forget his or
her experience with Justin stone. he appeared on the first morning
to observe the warm-up practice. assuming that all came to learn how
to best move Chi (to become teachers), he immediately went into his unique
teaching method: “shift the weight fully, turn the waist freely, lose all tension
completely!” it was an abrupt wake up call. forget
what you think you know and move from the tan t’ien
Shift
– not from above the waist. for most participants, their
the weight
practice fell apart. they didn’t expect this to happen;
they thought they’d build on what they already “knew.”
fully,
Justin always says, “Be a good teacher, not a nice teacher.” he exemplified this adage much to the shock and
discomfort of many participants. a good teacher does
whatever it takes for the student to move properly so
that they can experience a maximum Chi flow. a “nice”
teacher just wants the students to like the teacher, not
wanting to stress the students with demanding exactitude.

turn the
waist
freely,
lose all
tension
completely

What was the reaction to Justin’s teaching?
some were shocked and hurt. one contemplated not returning on the second day
and shared her reactions with the group.
the result of the sharing was to deepen the
bonds between all participants and help
them understand what Justin was doing. as
they went around in the circle sharing, they
learned that each had experienced his teaching method differently. one thought the teaching method “brilliant,” comparing it to a Zen master’s attack on mental obstacles found in his student (so as to
accomplish the student’s enlightenment). But an attack on a student’s resistances
can appear brutal. By the fourth day, all realized what Justin’s methods had accomplished. When Justin appeared on the last day, he pronounced, “i see much
improvement!” everyone knew that these words had been dearly won.
any teacher planning to send a student to teacher training should seriously
consider sending them to an intensive. if many of these teacher prep students
hadn’t come, they would have been ill prepared for teacher training. teacher prep
students realize what they need to work on after leaving an intensive. at teacher
trainings, candidates are taught how to teach and assume that the candidate
already understands how to move. a deep bow goes to Pam, who led this intensive;
to antonia, who assisted her; to Carol roeske, who co-hosted the event; and to
Justin for being the “good” teacher.
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a first in
mississippi
intensive with sandy mcalister
in tupelo; october 22-26, 2008
By ron riCharDson anD stePhen thomPson, tuPelo, ms

o

ctober 2008 was huge for the t’ai Chi Chih
teachers of north mississippi. for the past
year we schemed, planted seeds, and lay the
groundwork to host our area’s first intensive. the
Plymouth Bluff Center on the tennessee–tombigbee
waterway was the perfect setting, seemingly built
for peaceful tCC events. We’d had several retreats
and workshops over the years but never an intensive. We privately wondered if people would come
to mississippi – a place with an incorrect reputation
of women who are barefoot and pregnant and men
who are redneck and illiterate. But we shouldn’t
have worried; the tCC community responded well.
fifteen teachers and students from all over the
country gathered with sandy as she broadened our
knowledge of this incredible moving meditation. she
did an outstanding job of bringing added depth
to our practice. sandy was patient, kind, and
knew the exact words to push us to a greater
appreciation of the many benefits of tCC.
We added this intensive to The Vital Force
calendar in early 2008 thinking we were the
only ones having an intensive in late 2008. But
at the July conference we learned that albuquerque was planning a competing intensive
one month after ours. We’d be lying if we said
that didn’t scare us. our first thought was,
“there’s no way for us to compete with the home of
Justin stone and the celebration of his birthday!” it
was too late for us to cancel; plane tickets had been
purchased and our non-refundable deposit had been
made. so we bowed our heads, plowed ahead, and
planted as many seeds as possible. teachers came
through and sent some of their best students. We
had the most perfect group we could have hoped for
– and we had a wonderful leader. though we didn’t
have the twenty we wanted, we had the fifteen we
needed to break even financially, and we believe we
had a very successful intensive. a deep bow and a
big mississippi thank you to sandy, to all our fine
participants, and to tCC.
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Events

revitalize, renew,
refresh, reflect,
review, rejuvenate,
reward, relax, return
a teacher symposium lead by sandy mcalister
near Chicago; october 17-19, 2008
ComPileD By Diana Welsh DurKin, glen ellyn, il
Editor’s Note: We received more important comments for this
event than we can publish in this issue of The Vital Force.
Stay tuned for the next installment in the next issue.

a

fter any event, a host reflects on moments that worked
well, aspects that need improvement, and whether or
not he or she would do it again. Whether the event is
big or small, it requires attention to detail and brings with it just
a little bit of stress. however, as a co-host of the first formal tCC
teacher symposium, i knew this was going to be worth it. from
the symposium’s moment of conception, Donna mcelhose and
i shared a vision of how we thought it would work. We took our
cue from Daniel Webster who defines a symposium as “a social
gathering at which there is a free interchange of ideas.”
in practicing tCC together, we considered every move and every
pause right down to Cosmic Consciousness Pose. We came as
teachers who value and are committed to tCC as a spiritual
practice. We helped one another unfold and deepen our understanding of tCC. We afforded one another the opportunity to freely
articulate personal struggles in teaching or moving. We applauded,
affirmed, and copiously wrote in our notebooks every new idea and
teaching technique that may work in our own classes. the evening
gatherings were fruitful as well – from funny stories that made us
laugh until we cried to sublime stories which altered our lives and
made us cry. We retired for the night knowing that we are all connected and that tCC is one way that this bond is formed.
What worked well? allowing the symposium to move from concept
to reality. What points need attention? my ability to understand
contracts without an attorney and to count
money without a financial advisor. Would i host
this event again? Without a doubt. i loved hosting something that i could fully participate in
without all the administrative hassles (they came
afterwards). i’m a different student of tCC today,
a different practitioner today, a different teacher
today, and know i will be different tomorrow
because “a social gathering at which there [was]
a free interchange of ideas” helped me embrace
the newness and gloriously un-stoppable change
in each moment. thank you Justin stone.
– Diana Welsh DurKin
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this is the best event i’ve attended recently; it picked up where teacher training
left off. our group of teachers was eager
to share experiences and ask any question that came to mind. i took copious
notes because everything being shared
was so valuable. so many aspects of tCC
were covered – teaching basic principles,
teaching actual movements, exchanging handouts, sharing ideas about how
to advertise classes, making corrections,
and more. although we were all teaching the same 20 movements, we shared
different ideas, words, and approaches.
it has renewed and refreshed my interest
in our tCC practice and rejuvenated and
revitalized my teaching. the reward will
be realized by my students and myself.
– nanCy aDams, riChmonD, Ky

finally,
firstly,
and
forever,
thank
you to
Justin for
TCC, an
unending
renewable
resource

this intense symposium – at which everyone had the opportunity
to connect and communicate – offered a chance to renew, reflect,
and review with an intimate group. sandy kept us on course with
her organizational skills and got to the essence of tCC and teaching. her humor, dedication, and teh grounded and reassured us.
We practiced, reviewed, and shared ideas and inspirations. these
practical and personable strategies will be reflected in our students
as we return to a more refined practice in our own settings. i am
grateful to all who generously offered their tips, materials, and
friendship. thank you Diana and Donna for organizing the event.
finally, firstly, and forever, thank you to Justin for tCC, an unending renewable resource.
– terry slaney, sugar grove, il
i so appreciated the opportunity to expand my understanding of
and connection to tCC. the information, resources, and participants were exceptional. i received much greater insight about how
to teach, form classes, use props, and relate to different students. i
cannot grasp a better concept.
– JuDy ChanCy, atlanta, ga
in January 2003, Chery ann hoffmeyer wrote an article for The
Vital Force about community, in which
she mentioned open communication,
mutual support, and renewal. these
characteristics are typical of our tCC
community, and i believe these teacher
symposiums have the potential to
strengthen our community. sharing
ideas about how to move and teach
supports both new and experienced
teachers. i certainly feel revitalized.
– nanCy leCraW, liBertyville, il
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By Students, For All

much more than the
sum of its Parts
By tina a. Poslusny, garnet valley, Pa

i

’ve wanted to learn t’ai Chi from the moment i saw a group
practicing at sunrise at the luxembourg gardens in Paris.
i was spending my junior year abroad and would jog in the
park before breakfast. as i ran past, panting and sweating, i was
intrigued by the slow movements of the group. they were silent
and moved in unison. years later i had an opportunity to take a
t’ai Chi class. imagine my surprise on the first day of class when
our instructor, april leffler, announced that this was a t’ai Chi
Chih class – and it was not a martial art, but rather a moving
meditation. my heart sank. meditation? i was doomed. i had tried
meditation and wound up frustrated because i couldn’t think
about nothing. (it sounds easier than it is.) Judging from the
looks on my classmates’ faces, they didn’t know there was more
than one form of t’ai Chi either.
i decided to give it a try, and i’m so glad i did. even though it was
difficult sometimes, and i felt silly or self-conscious (the six healing sounds were a real challenge), i didn’t let those feelings get in
the way of practice. tCC gave me more energy at the same time
that it helped me be more calm and relaxed. i now had helpful tools
which i could use under stress.
tCC is much more than the sum of its parts. the Dalai lama talks
of the importance of being present, of being fully aware and appreciating each moment we experience. While i recognize the wisdom
in his words, i’d always found it difficult to keep my mind focused
on the suds of the dishwater. i was always thinking ahead to the
next moment. tCC keeps me in the present. i may still be doing a
lot of running around, but thanks to tCC i’m doing it with a sense
of peace.

a gift Beyond
By marCy Burns, oxnarD, Ca

a

fall in tanzania, another in spain, and another in
vietnam. these were not harmless tumbles quickly
forgotten; each caused significant injuries. Perhaps
they signaled an end to my traveling … but i am leaping ahead.
to understand my experience of t’ai Chi Chih, we must look at
the pathway to those places.

i had not welcomed retirement. i’d had a challenging research
career for 30 years, and i dreaded the unstructured days that would
follow its end. i delayed retirement until i realized that my presence in the laboratory was slowing the professional development of
younger colleagues. then my beloved husband sank into dementia
and left this life. my move to a beach community fulfilled a lifelong
dream, but it put dear friends out of reach. a son moved his career
and family to a place i could not follow. only with love and forbearance was i able to summon the grace to smile as they left.
travel saved me during those dark days. Being alone in a distant
country was comforting when being alone at home was difficult
to endure. that solace now would end; it would be foolhardy to
continue to risk injury so far from home. it seemed i would have to
build a new, restricted life. i found a book group, a writers’ group,
and new supportive friends. i felt alive again. Clarity and calm came
from the friendship of the heart sangha where we meditate in
the tradition of thich nhat han, a Buddhist Zen master. seeking
further meditative opportunity, i found lisa otero’s twice-weekly
tCC practice. her exacting but patient teaching served me well. as i
learned, i experienced a quickening and a quieting, but i did not yet
know all that the practice would bring.
i began to feel restless. Would one more journey be possible? i traveled to ancient villages and monasteries in turkey where walking
often was treacherous. But i did not fall. emboldened, i signed on
for voyages across the atlantic and Pacific on traditional clipper
ships. as we moved with the sea, i did not fall. i traveled to Budapest and on to transylvanian villages, and still i did not fall. it began
to seem like a miracle, and i wondered how it had come about. i
wonder no more: the practice of tCC has gifted me in a remarkable
way.
the quieting and calming effects of the tCC movements will ensure
my lifelong practice. focus and attention, balance and strength are
the unexpected and wonderful bonuses. i now stand and move with
a steadier strength. i do not fear rough terrain, broken walkways,
and countless stairways that are routine in the off-the-beathen path
places to which i travel. tCC has given back to me the adventures of
world travel. on my 81st birthday, i will travel to morocco.
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By Students, For All

in search of Chi

something special
is happening

By larry Bloom, sanDy sPrings, ga

s

ince the first mention of Chi by my tCC instructor, sheryl
adair, my mind has inquisitively marveled about it. While not
necessarily something i should be pondering, i have a strong
curiosity about things i don’t understand. maybe that’s how i came
to earn a degree in chemical engineering many years ago. seeing my
curiosity, sheryl introduced me to Justin’s writings and the description of Chi as the intrinsic energy of the body or vital force. that
sounded pretty mysterious at the time. i silently asked, “is Chi real
or do people believe it simply because subconsciously they want to
believe it?” so i set out to find facts that point to the possibility of
Chi as energy.
almost all scientifically defined forms of energy are associated with
a living being: electrical, chemical, thermal, radiant, mechanical,
sound, atomic, and gravitational, etc. managing these forms of
energy, the brain can be thought of as the central computer that
controls all bodily functions. the nervous system is like an electrical
network that relays messages back and forth – sort of yinning and
yanging from the brain to different parts of the body and back.
the brain has over 100 billion nerve cells, none of which individually
has the capacity to feel or reason, control the function of our organs,
extract oxygen from air, or perform any other requirement to keep
us alive. however, neuroscientists consider it settled that life arises
from the cooperation of billions of interconnected cells that, individually, are no smarter than an amoeba. it’s a stunning idea that the
human mind could arise out of such an array of mindlessness. logic
points to the possible existence of something we don’t yet scientifically understand.
given that, what intrinsic energy or vital force is in
control? Could we call it Chi like the ancient Chinese?
a very bright guy once wrote, “the important thing is
not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason
for existing. one cannot help but be in awe when he
contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the
marvelous structure of reality. it is enough if one tries
merely to comprehend a little of this mystery every
day. never lose a holy curiosity.” the author was albert
einstein. i will respect his advice in my journey as i
practice tCC and let the Chi live me.
A note from Sheryl Adair: Larry also he feels the Chi
– as his dancing fingers testify. He is able to let go of
his very bright engineering mind quite nicely as he
practices TCC.
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By Kathi allen, tega Cay, sC

o

ver the years, i have been
my body knows
fortunate to learn wondersomething
ful calming techniques to
special
help with the stress of a very long
work commute into new york City.
is happening
almost 20 years ago, a friend inand it
troduced me to breathing exercises
cooperates
from a louise hay book. While takand
ing an art therapy class, i found that
welcomes
taking in the beauty of nature in
each
the hudson river valley was quite
movement
meditative. three years ago a dear
older sister took me to a t’ai Chi
Chih class with sr. mary reynolds.
tCC has proven to be an excellent tool for this weary commuter who
no longer had the energy to visit a gym at 7 p.m. on her way home
from work. the gifts of tCC are many. for me it was learning the
movements in a group in which no loud music was present. With
the focus on breathing and slow arm movements, i became hooked
on the new, gentle rhythms. my two left feet seemed less clumsy
while learning the leg and feet positioning. i quickly became quite
fond of particular movements that brought inner joy. i smiled just
hearing the names of Bass Drum and Working the Pulley. Doing tCC
movements is like receiving a gift; my body knows something special
is happening and it cooperates and welcomes each movement. my
mind is more able to push out chatter and be available to the movements. feeling energy flow through the upper and lower body while
doing tCC is
soothing and
balancing. the
symmetry of
tCC is calming
and lovely. i
particularly
remember
driving home
from tCC class
and listening
to classical
music with
a clear head
and improved
hearing.
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a new light
By riCharD m. luKesh, West milforD, nJ

m

y story begins with a two-week visit to China in march
2008. throughout my visit, i couldn’t help but notice people, practically everywhere, doing a gentle form of exercise.
on the faces of the young and old, i noticed a sense of calm. i was
almost hypnotized by their gracefulness. shortly after returning to
the u.s., a health bulletin advertised t’ai Chi Chih classes with certified instructor margaret o’Connor at Chilton memorial hospital in
new Jersey. With nothing to lose, i enrolled and wondered, “What’s
a 62-year-old man taking a course like
poem
this for?”

after
poem
emerged;
the floodgates
opened

i was one of two men in a class of
twenty-five. margaret explained the
meaning of tCC and how it differs
from t’ai Chi. she taught around the
Platter and around the Platter variation. While they were really effortless,
somehow they also felt really good. By
the end of the first class, i eagerly awaited the second. in the days
that followed, i developed a routine that included morning prayers,
feeding the birds, and doing the tCC movements that i’d most
recently learned. my faithful dog, satchel, would lie near my side
as i practiced; he seemed to know not to disturb me. as i worked
through the movements, i became aware of the ever-changing light
on the leaves and tree bark. and i recall a moment when the leaves
looked like a cascading waterfall. i developed a keen understanding of light – perhaps akin to what Claude monet understood and
expressed in his paintings.
after the fifth week, i noticed physical changes too. having been
diagnosed with diabetes five years ago, it’s been a constant battle
to maintain my blood sugar levels. i watch my diet, walk two miles
a day, and more. one morning, after pricking my finger for the
day’s first reading, i was surprised that my blood sugar had dropped
twenty points! i took it a second time to confirm the unexpected.
i weighed the constants and the variables, and the only significant
factor i could identify was tCC. my blood sugar numbers stabilized
after that.
two weeks later, another surprise was in store. i’d been working on
a book of religious poetry, The Cyrenean Prayers, for some ten years
and had been experiencing a writer’s slump. after the seventh tCC
class, as i was walking through the forest, i was struck with an idea
for a poem that i had been mulling over for some time. the thought
was there but it didn’t want to take shape; the words refused to be
committed to paper. When i returned home, i sat down at the computer and my fingers began hitting all the right keys. in the hours
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that followed, poem
after poem emerged;
the floodgates
opened. i couldn’t
believe that i had
finally crossed the
finish line with this
book. once again,
i looked at the
constants and the
variables, and … you
know the rest.
i truly believe
that i’ve received
a glimmer of an
understanding about
the Knowledge of
supreme ultimate. it’s difficult to put into words – the feelings, the
peace, the serenity that tCC provides. i do know i’m more sensitive
to light and its nuances. i know i’m more in touch with certain muses. and i know why a certain 62-year-old man took a tCC course. it’s
simple really: Joy through movement.

When Do i Practice?
By JoyCe manning, allenDale, nJ

a

fter finishing two beginner t’ai Chi Chih sessions
with my teacher, Dorene Krause, i started practicing more and more at home. With each practice,
the wonderful benefits and joys of tCC started manifesting.
starting my day with serenity and calm is just what the doctor
ordered, so to speak. unfortunately, though, i can’t start every
day with a practice. and that’s created some turmoil for me. i
tried to practice daily, looking at the clock knowing i was late
for work or needing to be someplace. But it certainly wasn’t
conducive to serenity and calm. Dorene would often tell us
that the effects of tCC practice are cumulative, and when that
finally sank in, i found a way to practice every day.
if i don’t have time to do a complete practice at one time, i do
half or part of the practice and finish the remainder later that
day. i’ve learned that, while this isn’t ideal, i can still benefit
from the tCC practice i can do. instead of my mind wandering and telling me to speed up during rocking motion, i find
an inner calm and take the necessary time to perform each
movement correctly. When do i practice? Quite often.
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For All

uCla using t’ai Chi Chih
in research studies –
an update
By Kate hollister, hermosa BeaCh, Ca

i

t has been my privilege to be the instructor for ongoing research studies being conducted at uCla to investigate whether
a regular practice of t’ai Chi Chih can ameliorate issues of sleep
disturbance and depression faced by older adults. the three current
studies underway are geared toward aging adults, from age 50 to
upwards of 80, including two insomnia studies lead by Dr. michael
r. irwin of the Cousins Center for Psychoneuro-immunology, David
geffen school of medicine.
the first insomnia study began in 2006, and it’s
a 5-year study with participants meeting for onehour sessions of tCC instruction twice a week
for 16 weeks. the second insomnia study began
in 2007 and targets breast cancer survivors, with
participants meeting once a week for 2-hour sessions over a period of 12 weeks. the third study
is a 3-year project being conducted by Dr. helen
lavretsky of the semel institute, Division of geriatric Psychiatry, investigating the effects of regular tCC practice on depression in older adults.
the participants in this study meet once a week
for 2-hour sessions over a period of 10 weeks.
the theory behind Dr. irwin’s insomnia studies
is that one reason people experience insomnia is
that the tension held in the body all day remains
in the body as we try to sleep. therefore, if we can
reduce stress in the body during the day (with
tCC), perhaps the increased levels of relaxation
can be carried into sleep to produce a better quality of sleep.
Dr. irwin’s studies are randomized, with one
group receiving drugs or cognitive behavioral therapy (CBt) and one
group receiving tCC instruction. in an interview appearing in the
July 2, 2008 issue of Reuters Health, Dr. irwin reported that “more
than half of older adults experience sleeping problems at least a few
times a week.” he went on to explain, “While CBt can ease insomnia, few therapists have the training to offer this type of treatment,
which is also relatively expensive. and while aerobic exercise can
also help people sleep better, vigorous workouts aren’t an option
for many seniors.” he continued to note that, “When tCC group
members were practicing on their own, they logged close to 20 to
30 minutes a day on average, which is pretty remarkable.” Dr. irwin
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added, “the other thing i thought was
pretty remarkable is how few dropouts
we had in our study” – only seven of
59 people in the tCC group did not
complete the study. in the current
insomnia studies, the participants are
followed for one year after the conclusion of tCC instruction.

TCC [was]
selected
for these
studies
because of
its simplicity

additionally, as Dr. irwin pointed out
in a recent interview conducted by CBs, tCC has been selected for
these studies because of its simplicity, since it can be learned in a
relatively short period of time and a larger number of the participants are able to continue their practice after the instruction period
is completed. two of the participants from a previously published
study (geared toward investigating the effects of tCC on
preventing shingles) were also
interviewed regarding the benefits they observed from their
practice relating to their sleep
since the study concluded a few
years ago. Both participants
reported better sleep quality
since they’d incorporated tCC
into their daily routine. When
i spoke with one participant
privately, she admitted that
she’d gradually stopped doing
her tCC practice and was currently on a nightly dose of sleep
medication. after our brief
conversation, she was inspired
to resume her tCC practice,
had slept two consecutive
nights without the aid of sleep
medication, and was looking
forward to continuing tCC.
since these studies have not
been completed, there is no
data available at this time, and i am not at liberty to report research
findings. however, i continue to receive unsolicited comments from
the tCC participants relating to the positive side effects they receive
from their regular practice. these include coping with stressful
situations in a calmer fashion and an overall feeling of calmness, less
joint discomfort, more energy, better balance, more flexibility, and
a more positive outlook. We all know the benefits of a regular tCC
practice. it’s nice to have the scientific community becoming aware
and spreading the word, as well.
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a retreat experience
By amy tyKsinsKi, alBuQuerQue, nm

a

s both a practitioner and teacher of tCC, i was thrilled
to attend a recent tCC weekend retreat in albuquerque
with Carmen Brocklehurst. Prior to the weekend, i felt
my personal practice had become internally sloppy, not as alive
as it could be. and as a teacher, it is useful to hear new language, alternative metaphors, and different approaches to the
tCC movements to share with my
students. some of the insights and
instruction shared by Carmen during the weekend related directly to
the tCC form and individual movements. other observations related
more practically with life. Both are
expressed below in the hope that
others may benefit.

THE CHI
“the Chi is coming at you in equal
proportion to you going through
it. Be aware of this substance as
you move through it. Be aware of it between the hands in movements with polarity. Be aware of it in the hands as they move
through ‘very heavy air.’ the aliveness is all around us. We are
actively (not passively) relating with it as we do tCC. the Chi
is always there: how do you access it? Connect to it! Connect
through the soles of the feet. Connect through the tan t’ien.
Connect through a feeling awareness of this substance. Connect
through every cell in the body. the body will start to feel it and
respond as a unit.”

SOFTNESS

AND

SURRENDER

“if you’re not feeling anything, you have to say ‘yes’ to it. But
you have to say ‘yes’” … “We are learning how to keep moving
through substance. Seijaku can help with this learning.” … “if
the hands are like a wet dishcloth or a ‘fish handshake,’ there is
no substance. this feeling is mistaken softness.” … “spend time
with Justin in his softness in any way (through his instructional
DvD, his music, his Justin Stone Speaks on TCC audio CD,
anything) and then see what comes of it.” … “if all your worldly
needs are taken care of, then you can really let go.” … “We are
one hundred percent more effective when we heat up or warm up
through tCC.”

GENERAL COMMENTS
“What causes us to look more deeply? intuition. it doesn’t matter which teacher you’ve been with. go home and put in Justin’s
DvD and compare your movements with Justin’s.” … “the shining light is here in the middle of our busy lives. it’s here in the
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movement [re: Pulling in the energy].” … “the more you learn
about tCC, the more it teaches you.” … “When people talk from
the real, they don’t have to speak loudly.” … “if you only have
time for a shortened practice, do some forward and backward
movements and some side-to-side movements. it’s best to do a
few of both kinds.” … “if you’ve finished a movement and nothing happens or you don’t feel anything, find the Chi: go back and
look for it. Did it get stuck somewhere?” … “Put conscious attention to what you’re doing now. this is how you stay grounded. you make it so.” … “the more you pay
attention, the more exquisite it will become.”
… “Be aware of the close. it is not meant to be
spongy. Where do you feel its solidity?” … “Just
be open to the energy coming through and let
it through. it wants to be part of us.” … “When
you’re experiencing energy that is making you
jittery rather than solid, feel the bottoms of
the feet and do Joyous Breath.” … “the reason
there is no particular way to breathe in tCC
is because it is not a martial art (but it has all
the benefits.)” … “When we are in a listening
mode with people or being of service, we have a
tendency to hold our breath. Breathe!”

mind-Body Disconnect
By stePhen thomPson, tuPelo, ms

n

ew students of tCC are sometimes so disconnected from their bodies that their first tries
at the simplest of movements are awkward and
uncoordinated – so much so that it’s initially hard for
them to see how they will ever get through the beginning lesson. however, if they honor the disconnectedness
that is troubling them, beginners find within themselves
a yearning to feel more connected, more grounded, and
more at home in their bodies. if nourished, this yearning
will guide them to rediscover their forgotten mind-body
connection, which of course, leads them right into the
heart of Chi.
as your new students begin to perceive and feel their own
Chi more clearly, their experience of how they should
move begins to alter, not just within the time set aside
for tCC practice but also in how they move outside of
practice. through the joy of movement – and the near
ritual of the tCC practice – the novice begins to reconnect, relax, and explore their inner Chi. in doing so, they
return to their deepest roots, taking nourishment from
that greater wellspring of Chi, the universal life-source
shared by all.
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Karmic Comments
-W’

E RE

THROWING A PARTY & EVERYONE IS INVITED

-

Considering our far-flung internet exposure with Wikipedia and
youtube, t’ai Chi Chih is continuing to embrace the 21st century
– this time by creating a group on facebook.com, the wildly popular
friendster and social utility site that lets users connect with those
with similar interests. how can it work for tCC? let us count the
ways; the possibilities are truly infinite. to start things out, we’ve
posted links to
articles referencing
tCC and to a few
tCC-only websites.
Beneath those links
are places for folks to comment – students and teachers alike. it’s
incredibly powerful software; the basics are easy to use. for instance,
under the link highlighting “t’ai Chi Chih may help elderly sleep”
(which links to a story on uPi – united Press international), you can
comment about how tCC has helped your insomnia. share your
experience; it’ll help others become convinced that tCC may help
them. you can also answer a question posed by a teacher or student
to keep the thread (or conversation) going. and you can share links
to related web sites, post calendar items, add videos and photos,
write notes, and more. you can invite friends, students, and teachers
to participate. the more the merrier.

-G

ROUNDSWELL

OF GRASS ROOTS

-

this method of developing communities is referred to as “Web 2.0.”
it’s all about harnessing social media outlets to spread the word
out about a movement, group, or idea. the thinking is that the best
endorsements for something come from its community of adherents
and loyal users. instead of relying solely on good Karma Publishing, for instance, to tell you how great Justin stone’s DvD is, folks
who’ve used his DvD can tell you with their own voices. these days,

this seems to be the most trusted form of spreading the word.
it offers a vibrant, healthy, and transparent way to connect, and it offers itself as an egalitarian place for equals. it’s also a way of attracting a younger group of users and having a centralized and richly
layered place for media and others to learn about tCC.

-H

OW

DO I GET CONNECTED & JOIN THE CONVERSATION?

-

go to http://groups.to/taichichih/ and if you’re not already a registered user of facebook (which is free), you’ll need to create an email
address/account to log on. to do that, click “no thanks, take me
straight to...” which will take you to the basic t’ai Chi Chih page.
you can scan the main page without joining the group. But if you’d
like to join the conversation and post, click the green button in the
upper left corner to sign up for facebook. then you’re good to go.

-A

N IMPORTANT

CAVEAT

-

there are basic guidelines we need to adhere to, the most important
of which are similar to those advocated by The Vital Force: it’s about
keeping t’ai Chi Chih pure and simple, just the way Justin stone
wants it. Please do not mix postings about tCC with other practices.
there’s plenty to say about tCC – and one’s personal experiences
with it, and the effects and benefits of it – all by itself. additionally,
if you are posting photos or videos, please consider if they depict the
movements being done correctly. there’s little use in spreading tCC
if we’re setting an incorrect example by not paying utmost attention
to its principles. Done with integrity, we have the ability to attract an
infinite number of new practitioners with this “service to humanity”
and this “form of love,” as Justin stone, the originator, so eloquently
reminds us.
Kim grant, alBuQuerQue, nm

The Lighter Side
1. When teaching alignment, i usually mention how the spine
is like a string of pearls or a stack of coins. after t’ai Chi Chih
practice, one student seemed pleasantly surprised as he stated, “i
usually hear cracks in my neck, but not today. i feel more limber. i
think my stack of coins shifted.”
2. at times i have had some unusual things happen while teaching
tCC. for example, one time a woman stopped right in the middle
of rocking motion (as her hands rolled over) to check out her nails.
and during seated tCC, one student reached forward and picked up
a magazine while we were right in the middle of doing a movement. i admit i was momentarily pulled off center by the thought
of her simply stopping to read. “i’m so hot,” she said, as she used
the magazine to fan her face.

3. i arrived to teach seated tCC at the retirement home in the
ceramics room instead of the usual auditorium. two birds hidden
in a cage in the corner were chattering away. as i moved the chairs
into a circle, the sound of the chatter became increasingly louder.
as the seniors took their seats, they wondered about the noise. one
lady thought i was playing with a squeaky toy. another lady fiddled
with her hearing aid thinking it was faulty because of the squeaky
sounds. i laughed as i explained about the birds and mentioned
how interesting it would be to see how they were affected by tCC.
on the very first movement, rocking motion, the birds quieted
down and remained quiet for the entire 45-minute class. after
class, some seniors noticed the change, and as soon as everyone
started talking, the birds resumed chattering again.
sharon sirKis, ColumBia, mD
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Community Calendar

t’ai Chi Chih Community Calendar
DATE

WHAT & WHO

WHERE

CONTACT

february
14

Workshop
w/antonia

Portland, or

Jim shorr & roberta taggart
taggart1@earthlink.net
541-654-0566

march
19-22

intensive
w/ sandy

ringwood, nJ

Daniel Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

march
27-28

Workshop
w/ sandy

West sussex
united Kingdom

ev hanson-florin
ev.florin@gmail.com
(00) 44 (0) 1243 641-465

april
2-5

retreat
w/ antonia

albuquerque, nm

Carol roeske
roeskescands@msn.com
505-275-5935

april
20-21

retreat
w/ antonia

st. louis. mo

susan Kissinger
joythrumovement@sbcglobal.net
314-647-7832

may
4-9

teacher
accreditation
w/ Pam

san antonio, tx

sr. alice holden
sparks-1@sbcglobal.net
210-525-1232

June
21-25

intensive
w/ sandy

santa Barbara, Ca

tony Johansen
trjohansen@msn.com
805-680-6731 / 805-687-1045

July
16-19

teacher
Conference

nebraska City, ne

John & roberta taggart
taggartjl@earthlink.net
541-654-0566

July
19-21

seijaku
accreditation
w/ Pam

nebraska City, ne

Dan Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

July 27august 1

teacher
accreditation
w/ sandy

grand falls-Windsor
nl, Canada

sheila leonard
sheilaleonard@nf.sympatico.ca
709-579-7863 / 709-727-7863

october
25

teacher
renewal
w/ Pam

ringwood, nJ

Daniel Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

october
26-31

teacher
accreditation
w/ Pam

ringwood, nJ

Daniel Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732-988-5573

november
15-20

teacher
accreditation
w/ sandy

albuquerque, nm

Christa Keller
505-899-3873
christa_keller@comcast.net

MORE WORKSHOPS & RETREATS
(Postings here are open to all teachers offering events wholly devoted to tCC.)
march
19-22

Workshop
w/ Carmen
Brocklehurst

albuquerque, nm

Judy hendricks
judyhendricks@comcast.net
505-897-3810 (after 5pm)

april
17-19

Workshop
w/ Dan Pienciak

st. John’s, nl
Canada

sheila leonard
sheilaleonard@nf.sympatico.ca
709-579-7863/727-7863

april
17-19

retreat
w/ Carmen
Brocklehurst

edmonton, aB
Canada

gail terriff
tai_chi_chih_edmonton@hotmail.com
780-430-6594
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Contacts /Subscribe
Contacts

subscribe to the vital force

originator
Justin stone
P.o. Box 23212
albuquerque, nm 87192-1212

thank you for your interest in The Vital Force journal. By subscribing, you will receive four

guiDe
sr. antonia Cooper, osf
99 harrison ave.
north Plainfield, nJ 07060-3606
908-370-3616
antoniatCC9@aol.com
teaCher trainer
sandy mcalister
24835 second st.
hayward, Ca 94541
510-582-2238
mcalister19@comcast.net
teaCher trainer
Pam towne Duncan
234 hoover st.
oceanside, Ca 92054
760-722-9544
pamtowne@sbcglobal.net
outreaCh CoorDinator
lorraine lepine
913-901-8818
thevitalforce2@yahoo.com
(ask for unpublished teacher resources url)
the vital forCe - suBmissions
tcc@kimgrant.com
the vital forCe - suBsCriPtions
& aDDress Changes
mary ruiz
the vital force
P.o. Box 92674
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
vfjmembership@yahoo.com
gooD Karma PuBlishing, inC.
P.o. Box 92426
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
888-540-7459
505-797-7300
505-797-4346 fax
sales@gkpub.com

issues of the newsletter each year.
if you are a teacher, you will automatically be included in the teacher Directory. Please let
us know if you do not want to be listed in the directory.
if you have questions, please contact mary ruiz at vfjmembership@yahoo.com or P.o. Box
92674, albuquerque, nm 87199-2674.

ContaCt information
name

______________________________________________________________

address ______________________________________________________________
City, state, Zip

______________________________________________________

Phone

______________________________________________________________

e-mail

______________________________________________________________

teaCher aCCreDitation information
Date you were accredited as a t’ai Chi Chih teacher

______________________

Date you were accredited as a seijaku teacher

______________________

name of the teacher who taught you t’ai Chi Chih

______________________

name of “second signature”

______________________

vital forCe suBsCriPtion information
( ) i Do not want to be listed in the teacher Directory or on the Web site.

WeB site Changes
changes@taichichih.org

Delivery in the u.s.

_____ years at $40/year

Delivery outside the u.s.

_____ years at $50/year

artWorK & Photo CreDits:
Pg. 1: “the sound of flowers,” courtesy of
the artist; pg. 3: “i remember her slightly,”
courtesy of Kim grant; pg. 4: “Japanese
echo,” courtesy of Kim grant; pg. 5: “Joyous
Day,” courtesy of the artist; pg. 6: “Jeune
fille,” courtesy of the artist; pg. 7: “three
Women at the Well,” courtesy of Kim
grant; pg. 8: Kim grant; pg. 9: terri slaney;
pg. 10: Kim grant; pg. 11: anne lovdahl; pg.
13: “the swiftness of light,” courtesy of the
artist; pg. 13: birthday photo, Kim grant; pg.
14: sheila leonard; pg. 15: Phyllis segal; pg.
16: terri slaney; pg. 17: “triumph,” courtesy
of the artist; pg. 18: “medea,” courtesy of
the artist; pg. 19: “satin Doll,” courtesy of
lisa m. otero; pg. 20: “Beyond symmetry,”
courtesy of Kim grant; pg. 21: “restful
Complexity,” courtesy of the artist.

Donation for The Vital Force outreach or to help others subscribe

$_____
$_____
$_____

annual teacher Directory $15 (mailed in early february)

$_____

total amount enclosed

$_____

Please send a check or money order, payable to The Vital Force, to:
the vital force
P.o. Box 92674
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
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